
Review of predicatelogic:
- for all, aka theuniversal quantifier:

VX-SiP(x)
↑ iffP(X) is

+

forevery xtS
- there exists, aka theexistential quantifier:

]XtS:P(x)
TiffP(x) is

ifor some (31) XCS.

Det Afully quantified expression in predicate
logic is a theorem offitis true for
-

every possible meaning ofits predicates.Cakin to a tantology ( ealda, US

Inm (3.39) lets be
any

set. NxtS:[P(X) v - P(x)].
note the

& P(x) =is Even (x), S =I. implied
VP

Ext Z:[is Even (x) vvisEven(x]
If For any XCS,

P(X) is det. of
defined, and P(X) =Tor predicate
P(x)

=

F
det. ofv, 1

For any XtS, P(X)vcP(x)

VXtS: [P(x) v up(x)] det. of



Non-tum (5.40) [NXtS:P(x)]v [rxes:- p(x)]-

noteimplied FS,VP

exVXtX:is Even (xl]v[0xtD:ris Even (x)][
allists are even or all its are odd

↓ ↳
disproof:x =3 disproof:x =2

7XtZ:T is Even (x) 7xtZ: is Even (x)

Disproofof3.40:we gave a P(X) and an Sis Even and 11 5.7. 3.40 is nottrue. psipri
Det
- Fully quantified expressions I and P

(f =4)iffareallysmallthatisthey"Y(q
have thesame meaning under every
interpretationofpredicates.

VS,VP

im (3.41)([+XGS:P(x)]( =x[7XtS:uP(x)]

*todisprove Ext: is Even (x), justfind
xtZ:L is Even (X). e.g., x =3.

this theoremexplains any disproof by
counterexample works!

Intuition behind proof:
utS=5x, xc, x3,... 3. Then:

infinite #
ofprops

[FXtS:P(x)] &
det. of

=([P(X,)1p(Xz)rP(x3)1...] V



=< p(X.)vvP(x2) v-P(Xs) ... deMergan's Law
=7XtS :.P(x) det of]

#m(3.42) = [5XtS:G(x))(=3fxes: - q(x))
IfletP(X) =1Q(x).

- [VXtS:P(x)]( =7 [7x+5: <P(x)] Thm 3.4)

VXz5:P(x) (=> [7X+Si<p(x)] negation,
ExtSi.Q(x) (=>= [7xtS:Q(x)] subs.

D

- i(7x+(R. x
+1 =0) =UX + 1R: x+170

Inm (3.43) For SFO,

[VXtS.P(X)] => (7xtS:P(x)]
"ifit's true for all, it's trueforone"
"ifeverybody's doing it, thensomebody'sdoing it"

&Ux +Z:isEven (2x) =7 7 x +2: isEven (2x)

Ifsuppose EXCS:P(X). WTS JXtS:P(x).

JatS since 5+0
P (a) true ats and given that

ExtS:P(x)
7xtS =P(X) it's an!
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&Whatis theconvene of3.45?

For 570, (5XtS:P(x)] => [VXt S:P(x)].
is ittrue?Whatdoes a disproof looklike?

Ihm UXCO:P(X) "P(x) is vacuously true"

⑰Aimingfora contradiction, suppose the
claim is

-(VX +0: P(x)] assumption

=7x +0.2p(x) Then 3.4 |

which is a contradiction, since thereare
no elementsin 1

ex all even primes>30 are divisible by-

10 S

- This istrue, be there are no even primes
>30.

- This is vacuously true.

Q:Whatis thenegation Itsimplified) of:

The square ofevery real is non-negative.
1 (VXt(R: X-3,0) =7Xt1R:xco

Q: Negate simplify
:

ifa is odd thenat is odd.



1 (Va-1:a odd => a"odd)
=5a +2:(a odd => a"odd)
=Jat1:a odd and anotodd

Gr(p =zq)
=u (vp- q)
=

p1
-

q


